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Abstract   This study analyses large-scale online data to examine the characteristics of a national commercial sex 
network of off-street female sex workers and their male clients to identify implications for public health policy 
and practice. We collected sexual contact information from the largest online community dedicated to reviewing 
sex workers’ services in the UK. We built the sexual network using reviews reported between January 2014 and 
December 2017. We then quantified network parameters using social network analysis measures. The network is 
composed of 6477 vertices with 59% of them concentrated in a giant component clustered around London and 
Milton Keynes. We found minimal disassortative mixing by degree between sex workers and their clients, and that 
a few clients and sex workers are highly connected whilst the majority only have one or few sexual contacts. 
Finally, our simulation models suggested that prevention strategies targeting both sex workers and clients with 
high centrality scores were the most effective in reducing network connectedness and average closeness centrality 
scores, thus limiting the transmission of STIs. 
Keywords   sex work; commercial sex network; online data; social network analysis. 
Introduction 
Sex workers and their clients remain at high risk of contracting sexually transmitted infections (STIs) 
(Dias 2015; Mc Grath-Lone et al. 2014). Indeed, in some contexts sex work represents an important 
channel for the diffusion of STIs (Shannon et al. 2014), and their prevalence is estimated to be high 
among female sex workers across many countries (Shannon et al. 2015; Baral et al. 2012). This also 
appears to be the case in the UK, where STIs tend to be more prevalent among both female sex workers 
and men paying for sex than in people not engaging in commercial sex (Dias 2015). Clients in the UK 
remain at greater risk of acquiring STIs and contributing to their transmission (Jones et al. 2015). A 
study of indoor-working female sex workers in London found that migrant sex workers tend to see more 
clients and are less likely to use contraception than UK-born ones, although both groups report more 
consistent condom use for penetrative sex than oral sex (Platt et al. 2011). There remains, however, 
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little recent epidemiological knowledge as to the specific protective behaviours used by female sex 
workers in the UK or in other European contexts. 
The spread of infectious diseases across networks can be modelled as simple contagion, or contagion 
‘for which a single activated source can be sufficient for transmission’ (Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola 
2018, 4). Effective STI prevention requires an understanding of the structure and composition of the 
sexual networks across which infections are transmitted through simple contagion, i.e. the set of 
individuals and the sexual relationships among them (Chami et al. 2017; Centola 2018). However, 
obtaining a complete map of commercial sex networks using traditional data collection methods (e.g. 
contact tracing or census data) presents several challenges (Zhang and Centola 2019; Klovdahl 2005), 
and studies addressing structural network characteristics usually draw on relatively small, 
geographically limited populations (Shushtari et al. 2018). Internet-based sex markets have grown in 
recent years (Sanders et al. 2018). They offer sex workers and their clients new ways to communicate 
with each other and provide opportunities to develop effective interventions to target large populations 
and reduce STI diffusion (Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan 2014). The analysis presented in this article builds 
on the literature on sexual networks. It draws on user-generated data from a popular website dedicated 
to review sex workers’ services to create an original empirical dataset of the commercial sex network in 
the UK, with implications for STI prevention. 
Sexual networks and STIs 
The study of sexual networks plays a crucial role in understanding both the rate and the extent of STI 
diffusion (Newman 2002). First, network structural characteristics such as network cohesion, average 
path and tendency toward clustering, and connectivity can tell us how quickly or how far STIs might 
spread across communities (Campbell and Salathé 2013). For example, in a highly dense network or a 
network where individuals have high contact rates, diseases spread quickly as most of the members are 
closely connected to each other (Doherty et al. 2005). STI transmission is also accelerated by relatively 
short paths between any two individuals, and the tendency toward clustering, or the tendency of an 
individual’s contacts to have contacts among each other and to cluster into densely connected groups 
(Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola 2018). The presence of many unconnected pairs instead affects the 
incidence of STIs as it limits the extent of their diffusion (Doherty et al. 2005). 
Second, actors’ positions within the network increase their risks of contracting STIs and contributing 
to their transmission (May and Lloyd 2001). Rothenberg et al. (2007) showed, in a community of 
teenagers in rural Georgia, that participants with syphilis had a higher degree and betweenness centrality 
than participants without syphilis, where degree centrality measures an actor’s number of relationships 
with other network participants, and betweenness centrality measures the extent to which an actor lies 
on the shortest path between any pair of network participants (Wasserman and Faust 1994). The latter, 
in particular, is useful to identify bridging people, or individuals who are more likely to facilitate STI 
transmission across communities (Youm 2015). 
The distribution of centrality scores across network participants is also relevant. Sexual networks are 
usually characterised by a small number of very active individuals, and a large number of actors with 
only one or few sexual contacts. A positively skewed degree distribution increases the rate of STI 
diffusion (Newman 2002) but also makes the immunisation of these highly connected individuals 
particularly effective (Doherty et al. 2005). Finally, assortative mixing by degree, i.e. the tendency of 
individuals to interact with others with similar level of activity, increases STI diffusion rate, but limits 
the extent of transmission (May and Lloyd 2001). Disassortative mixing, on the other hand, occurs when 
there are contacts between highly connected and less connected actors, and increases the extent of STI 
diffusion (Youm 2015). 
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Despite the value of sexual networks for understanding STI risk, few studies have considered the 
network structure, position and composition of commercial sex networks (Schrager et al. 2014; Latkin 
et al. 2011). A systematic review of social network analyses of female sex workers and HIV risk 
behaviours found only four studies addressing structural network characteristics, each of which drew on 
relatively small, geographically limited populations (Shushtari et al. 2018). There are two main reasons 
for these gaps. First, these studies require the use of complete network design, i.e. the collection of data 
from all the members of a community, which is expensive, time consuming and raises ethical concerns 
as it asks participants to name their sexual partners (Klovdahl 2005). Second, hidden populations such 
as sex workers and their clients are typically hard to reach (Valente and Pitts 2017). Thus, prior studies 
have been small-scale in nature or have relied on contact tracing to study egocentric networks. Both 
approaches miss the complexity and heterogeneity of commercial sexual networks at regional and even 
national levels (Hao et al. 2015; Klovdahl 2005). 
Sex work and digital technologies 
The Internet has had a transformative impact on the sex industry and, consequently, on the way we 
research it. Digital platforms changed the way sex workers and clients interact before the in-person 
activity takes place (Sanders et al. 2018; Cunningham et al. 2018). Before the advent of the Internet, sex 
workers could reach clients by streetwalking specific urban areas, or working in brothels, massage 
parlours and walk-ups (Cunningham and Kendall 2011; Crotty and Bouché 2018). Today sex workers 
can advertise their services, and be contacted by clients, via advertising platforms, agency-owned or 
personal websites, and social media platforms (e.g. Twitter or Facebook) (Grov et al. 2017; Gezinski et 
al. 2016). Since the beginning of the 2000s, there has also been a large diffusion of customer review 
websites, where clients can write and share detailed descriptions of their experiences with sex workers 
(Crotty and Bouché 2018; Gezinski et al. 2016). 
These reviews can play an important role in potential clients’ decision-making (Sanders et al. 2018). 
In some cases, a negative review is enough to put a sex worker out of business. In contrast, positive 
reviews can help build trust among clients that the sex worker is genuine and ‘professional’ (Sanders et 
al. 2019; Noack-Lundberg et al. 2020). Analysing a Brazilian online community over six years, Rocha, 
Liljeros, and Holme (2010) found that a good review is a predictor of the future popularity of the sex 
worker. This means that reviews from clients can alter sex workers’ centrality within commercial sex 
networks by attracting both many local clients and sex tourists from other cities. The direct consequence 
of this is that customers’ online activities such as forum discussions and reviews can shape offline 
interactions between sex workers and their clients. Contemporaneously, Rocha, Liljeros, and Holme’s 
(2010) study finds a strong influence of offline factors, such as urbanity and geography, on the network 
structure. Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan (2014) find similar results regarding the relevance of geography 
from the analysis of online communities in Brazil and the USA. The authors found that the travelling of 
clients and sex workers to different locations can explain around 50% of their centrality in the network. 
Therefore, the study of online commercial sex networks is important for at least two reasons. First, 
given their popularity among both sex workers and clients, these platforms are a valuable source of 
information for understanding the structure of online communities (Rocha, Liljeros, and Holme 2010; 
2011; Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan 2014). For instance, data from these platforms can be used to identify 
key players in the virtual community in the form of popular sex workers and active clients (Zhang and 
Centola 2019). Second, and perhaps more importantly, as online and offline networks overlap and shape 
each other, online data can provide an insight into the structure and composition of offline commercial 
sex networks (Rocha, Liljeros, and Holme 2010; Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan 2014). Sexual contacts 
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extracted from popular online communities can compensate for the lack of traditional data on complete 
networks and can be analysed to suggest prevention strategies based on network properties. 
The current study 
This study contributes to the research on sexual networks by examining a national commercial sex 
network of off-street female sex workers (i.e. sex workers in commercial venues) and their male clients. 
While abundant research exists on both the application of social network analysis for public health 
interventions and online sex communities, the linkage between these two dimensions is still under-
explored. The study uses Internet-mediated data as an alternative approach to sequenced sampling to 
collect large scale sexual contact data. Specifically, we collected sexual contact information from the 
largest online community dedicated to reviewing female sex workers’ services in the UK. The study 
builds on previous research on online socio-sexual networks (Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan 2014; Rocha, 
Liljeros, and Holme 2011) by seeking answer to the following questions. What are the main structural 
characteristics of this online sex community? How are direct sexual contacts distributed across sex 
workers and their clients? How can network structural characteristics and individual positions suggest 
effective STI prevention strategies? 
Methods 
Data and procedure 
The online community from which we collected our data is openly accessible to anyone, although 
visitors need to confirm that they are older than eighteen the first time they access the website. It was 
created in 1999 for the exchange of information between sex workers and clients. The website 
specifically focuses on the off-street section of the sex market, which includes both sex workers working 
independently or for third parties. The off-street sex market represents the largest sector of the sex 
market in England and Wales, with some figures showing that up to three quarter of sex workers work 
in various indoor settings (Home Affairs Committee 2016). The platform offers several services such as 
a message board, escort advertisements and web camming. However, its main function is reporting male 
clients’ reviews of female sex workers. Each review contains dyadic information about client’s 
username and sex worker’s name, date and time, city, venue (e.g. escort agency, massage parlour), the 
duration of the encounter, the price paid, and three written accounts describing each of the venue, the 
sex worker and the intercourse. While clients need to login into the platform to provide a review, the 
website is free to search for service providers, reviews and sex worker’s profiles. Note that reviews refer 
exclusively to face-to-face encounters, and not to services such as web camming or instant messaging. 
We developed a crawling and scraping software to collect this information from the online 
community. The software automatically and daily accesses, crawls, fetches and stores this information 
to a database. We analysed data reported between January 2014 and December 2017. 
We identified clients and sex workers by their usernames. Each client and each sex worker formed a 
vertex in the network. The identification of unique clients was straightforward as this relied on unique 
account names. However, identification of unique sex workers was more complicated as they were 
identified by generic, client-reported street names such as Bethan or Cleo. Our approach to identifying 
unique sex workers was conservative. We assumed that two or more reviews reporting the same name, 
for instance Bethan, referred to the same sex worker if they also reported the same venue and city. Two 
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reviews reporting the same name and the same city but different venues, for instance Venue X and Y, 
refer instead to two different sex workers. 
To check the accuracy and validity of our approach to the identification of sex workers, we inspected 
a random sample of 500 reviews reporting the same names but for different venues and cities to ensure 
that this approach was valid. Because reviews include descriptions of sex workers’ appearance, we used 
this additional information to understand if, for instance, the Bethan in London is the same working in 
Cardiff. Despite sex workers sometimes working in more than one geographical area regularly or for a 
short period of time (Sanders et al. 2018), in none of these checks were we able to identify with 
confidence if a sex worker was working in two different cities or venues at the same time, suggesting 
the validity of our conservative approach.  
We also performed an additional check that our process did not merge separate sex workers into one. 
For 200 sex workers with more than 4 reviews, we used the information about the sex worker’s 
appearance to check whether these sex workers reported significant differences. For instance, 
descriptions reporting different ethnicity, physique, age, etc. for the same identified sex worker would 
point out a mistake in our coding process. In all the checks performed, we were confident that, from the 
information provided, the descriptions referred to the same sex worker, confirming the soundness of our 
approach. 
Finally, we transformed reviews into a map of a national off-street commercial sex network. 
Specifically, we established a link between Client A and Sex Worker B, every time Client A posted a 
review about Sex Worker B. We abstracted the frequency of each link assuming that once formed the 
link is persistent; that is, multiple reviews for the same sex worker from the same client formed a single 
connection. This process resulted in a binary, bipartite network as clients cannot directly connect to 
other clients, and sex workers cannot directly connect to other sex workers. 
The resulting network is likely to be a specific sub-set of the British off-street sex market of female 
sex workers and their male clients. Mapping the online sex industry in the UK is a challenging 
endeavour, and data collected from advertising or other online platforms are never complete (Sanders et 
al. 2018). Reviews are written by a minority of clients (Sanders et al. 2018) who seem to be among the 
most experienced or active ones. Indeed, clients often refer to previous experiences when writing their 
reviews, and use the same, unique argot (Holt and Blevins 2007). 
Measures 
We quantified network parameters using social network analysis measures.4 First, we identified the main 
structural characteristics of the commercial sex network which are known to affect STI diffusion (Hsieh, 
Kovarik, and Logan 2014). Degree assortativity is the tendency of vertices with similar number of links 
to preferentially associate with each other (Newman 2003). The giant component is the largest connected 
subset of vertices in the network. For this subset, we can also calculate the average geodesic 
distance, i.e. the mean shortest path between any two vertices, and the diameter, i.e. the maximum 
distance between two vertices of the giant component (Wasserman and Faust 1994). We also calculated 
the clustering coefficient using Opsahl’s approach (Opsahl 2011) to detect clustering in a two-mode 
network. 
Second, we calculated three different centrality scores for each vertex (sex workers and clients) in the 
network: degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality. Degree centrality measures 
the number of individuals with which each person in the network is connected. Betweenness centrality 
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instead measures the number of times a vertex is along the shortest paths between any two other vertices 
in the network (Wasserman and Faust 1994). This measure is often used to identify individuals who are 
central because they are brokers; that is, they control communications or facilitate the exchange of 
resources within the network. Finally, closeness centrality is the inverse of farness, which measures the 
distance of an individual from every other individual in the network. We used Opsahl, Agneessens, and 
Skvoretz (2010) approach, which enables us to calculate a closeness score for each individual in the 
network despite the commercial sex network having several disconnected components. 
In the last part of the analysis we tested the impact of different vertex removal strategies on the level 
of connectivity of the network, and on individuals’ closeness to all other vertices in the network. 
Connectivity was measured using Krackhardt’s connectedness score, which is equal to the fraction of 
all dyads (namely the combination of two vertices) connected through an undirected path (Krackhardt 
1994). Individuals’ closeness was measured by calculating the average closeness centrality score for all 
vertices in the network. By using Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz (2010) approach, once again we 
circumvented the issue of having several disconnected components. Vertices were removed 1) 
randomly, 2) based on degree centrality scores, 3) based on betweenness centrality scores, and 4) based 
on closeness centrality scores. For random removal, we simulated vertex removal 100 times, and 
reported the average connectedness score and closeness score for the 100 replications. Following Hsieh, 
Kovarik and Logan’s (2014) approach, vertex removal was also based on the role of individuals within 
the network. Each of the three strategies mentioned above was thus applied to 1) clients, 2) sex workers, 
and 3) both clients and sex workers. The twelve resulting removal strategies approximate the impacts of 
different strategies which might focus on individuals with a specific role or position within the network. 
Although we gradually removed all vertices from the network, following Hsieh, Kovarik and Logan’s 
(2014) example, we report connectedness scores and average closeness scores only for the first 5% as 
we expect STI prevention strategies to reach only a limited number of individuals and to be effective 
when a small fraction of individuals is targeted (Newman 2002). Finally, it is worth mentioning that for 
the purpose of this study, targeting vertices does not necessarily mean physically removing people from 
the network but rather using immunisation strategies to prevent STI transmission. 
Results 
General network characteristics 
The network is composed of 6,426 edges, or connections between sex workers and clients (Figure 1). 
Because each vertex corresponds to one sex worker or one client, 6,477 people were represented in the 
network, of which most are sex workers (60%). In addition, the network covers 1,656 venues and 328 
geographical locations (see Table 1). Greater London and South East England, with respectively 3,154 
and 1,502, are the two geographical areas concentrating the highest number of reviews of commercial 
sex encounters. 
A key feature of networks is the ‘giant component’, i.e. the largest connected component that includes 
a considerable proportion of the actors in the network. In this network, the giant component includes 
3,807 people (2,342 sex workers and 1,465 clients), concentrating 59% of all people, and is localised 
around London and the London exurb of Milton Keynes. A total of 2,846 sex workers and clients were 
active in these two areas between 2014 and 2017 (2,079 in London and 767 in Milton Keynes), and 
many of them are also part of the giant component. Two chi-square tests confirmed the presence of an 
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association between being in the giant component and being in London (χ2 = 60.1, p <.01) or Milton 
Keynes (χ2 = 419.3, p <.01). 
This means that, if we assume that the adoption of safe sex practices is equally distributed in the 
network, buying or performing sex in these two cities puts people at a potential higher risk of contracting 
STIs, given the higher interconnectivity among vertices in the giant component. Indeed, the average 
geodesic distance, which represents the shortest path between any two vertices, is relatively short; on 
average, a person can reach any other person in the giant component using eight intermediaries (or nine 
steps). Their tendency to form clusters is, however, relatively low, given the clustering coefficient ranges 
from 0 (low clustering) and 1 (high clustering), and the giant component has a coefficient of 0.12. From 
an STI diffusion perspective, the size of the giant component is the maximum number of people who 
can be reached by an STI outbreak. Whilst the commercial sex network is likely to be more connected 
than our data suggest, the disproportionate number of clients and sex workers in London and Milton 
Keynes suggests that these two cities play a relevant role in the commercial sex network and may be 
key for STIs prevention. 
Degree assortativity refers to the correlation of the number of links that any two connected individuals 
have. A positive assortativity value indicates that active clients tend to meet with popular sex workers, 
and clients who have used the service only once or a few times tend to meet with unpopular or less 
popular sex workers (or sex workers with a limited number of selected clients). In our network, however, 
the negative assortativity score (-0.12, p<0.001) indicates that less active clients tend to buy services 
from popular (or highly reviewed) sex workers, and more active clients tend to by services from less 
popular sex workers. 
 
Figure 1. Sociogram of the commercial sex network. Note: blue vertices represent clients whilst red vertices 
represent sex workers. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the sex network. 
Number of vertices 6477 
Sex workers 3870 (60%) 
Clients 2607 (40%) 
Number of venues 1656 
Locations 328 
Number of edges* 6426 
Assortativity -0.12 (p<0.001) 
Giant component – vertices 3807 (59%) 
Giant component – edges 4715 (73%) 
Average geodesic distance (in GC) 9 
Diameter (in GC) 29 
Clustering (in GC) 0.12 
Second largest component – vertices 125 
 
Vertex centrality 
Table 2 compares degree, betweenness and closeness scores of clients and sex workers. The mean degree 
centrality score is 1.98, i.e. individuals in the network have, on average, approximately two direct links 
with other network members. When we consider the role of individuals in the network, we observe that 
clients have, on average, more direct links than sex workers (mean degree is 2.46 and 1.66, respectively). 
Clients’ degree centrality scores also show wider variation than sex workers’ scores (standard deviation 
is 5.03 and 2.09, respectively). Similar considerations apply to betweenness centrality, suggesting that 
clients are more central than sex workers both locally (degree) and globally (betweenness). There is less 
variation in clients’ and sex workers’ closeness scores. 
Figure 2 shows the cumulative degree, betweenness, and closeness distribution for clients and sex 
workers. As in other sexual networks (Rocha, Liljeros, and Holme 2011; Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan 
2014), there is a small number of very active clients and popular sex workers, and a majority of actors 
with only one or a few connections with other individuals in the network, suggesting that immunisation 
strategies targeting the most central people in the network is likely to limit STI diffusion. 
Table 2. Clients’ and sex workers’ position in the network. 
 
Degree Betweenness Closeness 
TOT SW CL TOT SW CL TOT SW CL 
Mean 1.98 1.66 2.46 8785 7135 11234 291 296 283 
St. Dev 3.60 2.09 5.03 44629 32964 57666 253 248 260 
Median 1 1 1 0 0 0 379 386 366 
Min 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Max 124 33 124 1671442 733232 1671442 909 823 909 
Skewness 14.30 6.91 12.03 16.17 10.65 15.59 -0.06 -0.11 0.02 
Note: Tot = Total; SW = Sex workers; CL = Clients. 
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Figure 2. Degree, betweenness, and closeness distribution for sex workers and clients. 
 
 
Figure 3. Impact of different strategies on the level of connectivity of the network. 
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Figure 4. Impact of different strategies on the average closeness degree of the network. 
 
Vertices removal to model prevention strategies 
The overall network connectivity is 0.345, i.e. 34.5% of all dyads are connected through an undirected 
path. Network connectivity decreases as we remove vertices randomly, based on vertices’ degree, 
betweenness or closeness scores, or based on the role individuals have in the sex network (clients or sex 
workers). Of the twelve removal strategies tested, random removal strategies were the least effective 
(Figure 3). By removing 5% of the vertices randomly and irrespective of their role, the final network 
connectivity is 0.31. The random removal of clients is slightly more effective, with 28% of the dyads 
still connected through an undirected path after the removal of 5% of the vertices. 
Interventions based on centrality scores are instead much more effective. The removal of just 2% of 
sex workers based on their degree or betweenness centrality leads the network connectivity scores to 
0.19 and 0.16, respectively. However, strategies focusing on clients seems to have a more disruptive 
effect compared to those focusing on sex workers. Network connectivity drops to 0.09 (degree-based) 
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or 0.08 (betweenness-based) by removing 2% of the clients according to their centrality scores. 
Connectivity drops to 0.21 and 0.27 after closeness-based removal of clients and sex workers, 
respectively. Finally, type-independent strategies based on centrality scores are the most effective. After 
the removal of 5% of vertices with the highest betweenness centrality scores, connectedness drops to 
0.009, whilst role-independent removal based on degree centrality scores leads to connectedness scores 
of 0.001, signalling the most effective outbreak response strategy for this online community. 
Connectivity after the removal of 5% of vertices with the highest closeness scores remains at 0.14. 
The effectiveness of different types of vertices removal is similar when assessed using the average 
closeness centrality of the individuals in the network (Figure 4). The overall average closeness is 290. 
It drops to 243 after the random removal of 5% of vertices, and to 66 after closeness-based removal of 
the same percentage of vertices. Degree- and betweenness-based removals appear to be the most 
effective, with the average closeness score dropping to 2 and 9, respectively. Again, strategies focusing 
on clients seems to have a more disruptive effect compared to those focusing on sex workers, whether 
removal is based on vertices’ degree, betweenness or closeness centrality scores. 
Discussion 
We present, for the first time in the UK, a social network analysis of sex workers and clients using 
internet-mediated data. Similar to other studies of online sexual networks, we found a small degree of 
disassortativity in our network (Hsieh, Kovarik, and Logan 2014; Rocha, Liljeros, and Holme 2010). 
Clients that have used the service only one or a few times tend to visit highly reviewed sex workers 
whereas clients with many reviews tend to buy sex from less popular sex workers. In practical terms, 
this may suggest that relatively new clients start out by visiting the most popular sex workers before 
gradually expanding their visits to less commonly reviewed ones. 
We also found that the network was dominated by a giant component, which included 59% of nodes 
in the network and which was geographically located in London and its suburbs. A relatively high 
number of reviews in London is expected, but the role of Milton Keynes in this online community comes 
as a surprise. We have identified two possible reasons for the high concentration of this online 
community in Milton Keynes. First, the offline commercial sex market in Milton Keynes is flourishing 
and very active. Milton Keynes is located 50 miles northwest of London, has a population of about 
250,000 residents and is one of the fastest growing cities in the UK. It is also conveniently located near 
several towns and cities (e.g. Northampton, Bedford, Luton, Leicester, Cambridge, and Oxford), and 
more than 7 million people live within a one-hour drive from Milton Keynes. It is an economically 
prosperous area characterised by the presence of many companies, and a large share of high-skilled jobs 
and, consequentially, high wages. All these factors contribute to Milton Keynes being a convenient place 
for sex workers to set up their businesses, and for clients to access such services. 
Second, clients active around Milton Keynes may be unusually engaged with this online community, 
i.e. they tend to write more reviews than clients located elsewhere. This might be due to the intermediary 
role that agencies play between clients and sex workers in the area. When sex workers work through an 
agency, the latter takes care of the advertising, client screening and bookings. If a few agencies have 
acquired a prominent role in Milton Keynes, they may be actively and successfully encouraging clients 
to write a review after the sexual encounter (Sanders et al. 2019). Irrespective of which hypothesis may 
be correct, the relevance of Milton Keynes in the online community does not necessarily reflect its role 
in the offline sex industry. The town could be an important hub for the commercial sex industry in the 
UK, but online reviews might exaggerate its role. Future research, employing more traditional methods 
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such as surveys, interviews and ethnography, might want to deepen the insight provided by our study. 
The analysis also showed the role that clients and sex workers have in the network. 
Clients have a more central role both locally and across the network and buying or selling sex in the 
two main hubs, London and Milton Keynes, is associated with high centrality scores, increasing their 
potential risk of contracting STIs. Counterintuitively, our analysis suggested that clients have more 
sexual contacts than sex workers. This last finding is likely to be artefactual given our data collection 
method and conservative approach in identifying sex workers. Nonetheless, the results provide an 
original insight into the behaviours of clients and their implication for STI transmission. Clients with 
high degree centrality scores, i.e. those with many sexual partners, travelled to several locations in the 
UK to buy sex. This may suggest that 1) prolific clients may travel looking for exclusive or potentially 
‘niche’ services; 2) people that travel frequently for personal reasons can buy sex in different locations. 
Either way, prolific clients are geographically mobile and more likely than sex workers to bridge distant 
parts of the network (Soothill and Sanders 2005). While just a small group of clients travelled to more 
than two locations, some of them covered long distances. For instance, the most prolific one had 125 
sexual partners across 28 different locations. 
Finally, a simulation of possible preventive strategies indicated that targeting vertices using network 
parameters is more effective than random targeting. Interventions focusing on the most active 
members—whether sex workers or clients—may be thus the most effective strategy to reduce disease 
transmission. Notably, there was little discernible difference in whether members were targeted based 
on their betweenness centrality (i.e. their role as brokers) or their degree centrality (i.e. the number of 
links in the network) whereas closeness-based removal underperformed compared to the other two 
centrality measures. 
The results of this study can inform effective interventions to prevent STI transmission through sex 
work. They can, be used to identify individuals that are at higher risk of contracting STIs given their 
position in the network. While not every sexual contact leads to STI diffusion, every contact increases 
the probability of transmission (Zhang and Centola 2019). This probability is heightened when sexual 
contacts involve central (i.e. active) individuals and risky sexual practices. If central actors contract an 
infection, it is highly likely that many others in the network will contract it as well. The immunisation 
of highly connected vertices can reduce the risk that others in the network will be infected. Even if an 
infection enters the network, it will not easily reach other people, if highly connected members resort to 
safer sex practices (Valente 2017; Chami et al. 2017). Whilst the effectiveness of targeting highly 
connected nodes over random targeting or targeting everyone is well known (e.g. Newman 2002), this 
study provides evidence that this may be true for online commercial sex networks, too. 
Limitations 
Naturally, our approach has some limitations. First, despite the continued growth in web applications 
for the mediation of client-sex worker relationships, our data are still likely to represent a sub-section of 
the entire sample of sex workers and clients engaged in off-street commercial sex in the UK, and our 
findings may be subject to selection bias. Whilst some network measures are likely to be relatively 
robust despite the bias in our data (e.g. degree distribution), others should be interpreted with caution 
(e.g. centrality scores for clients and sex workers).We also know very little about clients posting these 
reviews, and whether they correspond with the typical social media platform user (i.e. male, young, and 
in managerial, administrative, or professional occupation) (Sloan et al. 2013). Second, these reviews are 
self-posted and completely anonymous. As with any self-report survey, there exists a possibility of 
fictive data. Clients can post reviews of sex workers they have never met and may not post reviews of 
other encounters. However, clients and sex workers can flag-up fraudulent reviews to the moderator 
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who can, in turn, remove the reviews from the website. The number of posted reviews is used to rank 
clients according to their reputation and experience, which disincentives underreporting and the use of 
multiple accounts. Similarly, sex workers would lose their accumulated social capital and established 
reputation if they used multiple names for different locations and venues (Holt and Blevins 2007).5 
Third, we analysed a snapshot of the commercial sex network using reviews posted between 2014 and 
2017 without taking time into consideration. Future research should model the dynamics of the 
commercial sex networks to assess how past reviews affect the creation of new links, and how the 
network evolves over time, with implications for STI diffusion and prevention. 
Future research could also explore how network structure and composition facilitate the diffusion of 
behavioural norms, including safe-sex practices (Argento et al. 2016) as online communities can play a 
key role in sharing STI prevention messages with hard-to-reach populations (Minichiello et al. 2015). 
This would require an understanding of how the diffusion of safe-sex practices—which is better 
understood as complex contagion, i.e. contagion that requires multiple contacts and social reinforcement 
(Guilbeault, Becker, and Centola 2018)—can be effectively achieved in online communities of sex 
workers and their clients, and how multiple contagions (e.g. STI diffusion and STI prevention 
campaigns) would interact in the network. 
Conclusions 
The relevance of online technologies in today’s sex industry makes the use of large-scale online data 
increasingly important to understand commercial sex networks. Online data about commercial sex 
contacts can provide insights into the structural and geographical characteristics of sex networks that 
would be otherwise prohibitive to obtain using traditional data collection methods. The results of this 
study show that the giant component of this online network clustered around a major conurbation. But 
perhaps more surprisingly, an exurb of London, Milton Keynes, occupied a significant place in the giant 
component. This suggests a role for considering the possibly ‘unexpected’ geographical dimensions of 
socio-sexual networks, including possible contextual features influencing the popularity of sex work 
services. 
Our findings have several implications for public health policy and practice. Previous modelling 
studies of HIV prevention in sex workers have shown that small, incremental improvements in coverage 
of biomedical interventions (periodic condom inundation, uptake of pre-exposure prophylaxis) can 
effect substantial improvements in HIV incidence (Poteat et al. 2015). Indeed, under the most effective 
strategies simulated in this study, a low level of ‘vertex removal’, representing coverage of interventions 
to block STI transmission, yielded substantial network effects. 
Future analyses should seek to understand individual, geographical, and temporal dimensions of the 
network as well as explore the possibility of using this community to improve population health. For 
example, what factors account for vertex centrality, and how did major public events (e.g. London 2012 
Olympic Games) shape network configuration? In addition, simulation of outbreak control strategies 
should seek to understand the potential impacts of structural, rather than individual, interventions on 
network STI diffusion. Our analysis was only able to draw on random vertex selection to simulate 
outbreak control effectiveness. Future analyses could draw on temporal and probabilistic models to 
consider more nuanced intervention strategies. 
                                                          
5 It is worth noting that, in the case of a bad early review, sex workers do have an incentive for starting a new 
profile. 
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